
Fig. S1.Geographic location of non-contaminated background site of the EOR-FRC and chosen field wells. All field wells have the same underlying geology, and are located
between 10 – 25m apart.



Fig. S2A-D. Tukey-style boxplots of within-well geochemistry for 3 wells with n=28 for each well. Mean and median are denoted by a filled-in dark circle and horizontal line, respectively, 
within each boxplot. Significance testing was carried out via a one-way ANOVA. Wells differed significantly in Fluoride (F(2,81) = 106.6, p=2e-16), chloride (F(2,81)=151.19, p=0.01), and 
temperature (F(2,81)= 4.785, p=0.0109), but not for ORP. Post-hoc analysis (pairwise t-tests with holm adjustment) were performed to differentiate differences between groups. FW301 was 
significantly different from both wells in Fluoride and Chloride levels, while FW303 and FW305 were not significantly different from each other. Temperature in FW305 was significantly 
different than FW303, but not FW301.  Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  



Fig. S2E-G. Scatter plots of measured organic acid concentrations over time in groundwater from each well. 



Fig. S3 Plots show weekly means and standard error bars (SEM) of within-well groundwater geochemistry over 11 weeks for Oxidation Reduction Potential, Conductivity, pH, and Dissolved 
Oxygen. Sample sizes per well are n=2 for weeks 1, 7, and 9, and n=3 for all other weeks except week 12 in which only 1 sampling event occurred (n=1). Week 3 has no plotted data because no 
samples were collected that week. Test of significance was carried out via a one-way ANOVA in R on all samples taken over 11 weeks for a total of 28 samples per well (N=28). FW301 shows 
significantly different weekly means for measured ORP (F(10,17)= 2.422, p=0.0522), DO (F(10,17)= 3.33, p=0.0142), and Conductivity (F(10,17)= 6.878, p=0.000291). FW303 and FW305 both 
varied significantly in measured dissolved oxygen (F(10,17)= 3.874, p=0.00697; and F(10,17)= 3.133, p=0.0186, respectively). Additionally, FW305 varied in measured pH (F(10,17)= 3.208, 
p=0.0168). Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1



Fig. S4. Relative abundances by A) phylum and B) lowest classifiable taxa. Legend corresponds to  Phylum bar chart. Phylum Proteobacteria is further broken down into classes.
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Fig. S4. Relative abundances by A) phylum and B) lowest classifiable taxa. Legend corresponds to  Phylum bar chart. Phylum Proteobacteria is further broken down into classes.
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Fig. S5. Minimum, average, and maximum dissimilarities of sampled groundwater OTU diversity across wells. A) Sorensen dissimilarities shows that on average, wells are appx 80% dissimilar to 
each other based on OTUs present or absent over time. b) Bray-Curtis dissimilarities shows that on average, wells are between 68-96% dissimilar in the OTUs abundances of present OTUs from 
day to day. Rare OTUs (not present in >50% of all groundwater samples) were removed prior Bray-Curtis analysis.



Fig. S6. Relative abundances per sample for the OTUs that contributed > 1% in at least one paired-week bray-curtis dissimilarity based on SIMPER analysis for rarefied datasets. A total of 55 
unique pair-wise dissimilarity pairings were possible. A) in FW301, the cumulative abundances of OTUs is typically less than 40% of the total measured abundance for any given date. This 
indicates that the majority of OTUs contributing to weekly dissimilarities are moderately to rarely abundant on any given day, with periodic blooms of different OTUs contributing largely to 
weekly dissimilarities. B) Unlike in FW301, the OTUs with the most contributions to weekly dissimilarities are often highly abundant in FW303. This indicates that differences in this well are 
attributed to changes in consistently abundant, and not rarely transient, populations. C) Similarly to FW303, differences in abundant OTUs contributed to weekly dissimilarities in FW305.
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Fig. S7 and S8. Dataset was normalized (rarefied) to the smallest sample size and Effective Species Numbers (Hill Numbers) were calculated. Figure S7a-c  compare the average Effective 
Species Numbers and standard deviations from rarefied dataset for each field well.
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Fig. S8. Figure S8 displays resulting diversity profile rarefied dataset. Rarified data sets produce comparable results to non-rarified in terms of significantly  higher richness and diversity in 
FW301 as compared to the other two wells.



Table S1. OTUs that contributed to >30 paired-week contributions in SIMPER analysis for each well. 



Table S2. Estimated residence time for each well based on hydraulic conductivity K of varying orders of magnitude using previous field data (Watson et al 2004).



Table S3.  Boxplot statistics of measured groundwater geochemistry per well over 12 weeks.



Table S4. Physical properties of field wells in EOR-FRC used in this study.


